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Facing the Interface: William
Carleton’s “The Death of a Devotee”




Nineteenth-Century Literature and Irish Questions
1 The Irish short story has recently been thriving, especially during the last two decades.
Scholars have frequently emphasised how Irish writers have excelled in this form1 and
how well  the Irish reading public  has received short fiction.  Notwithstanding these
claims, there has been a relative lack of scholarly research on the nineteenth-century
antecedents  of  the  modern  Irish  short  story  that  were  often  first  published  in
magazines before revised versions were included in collections. Nevertheless, and even
though the short story only became internationally established as a distinct genre in
the twentieth century (D’hoker 11), revisiting early Irish short fiction is a worthwhile
endeavour. Since the apparently separate issues of the formation of a genre, the early
stages of nation-building and nationalisms, and the establishment of Irish magazines
for an Irish market are more closely intertwined than a first glance can reveal, reading
nineteenth-century short fiction in its magazine context thus provides crucial insights
into the society, culture and market that produced it.
2 Barbara Hayley stresses that the newly established Irish periodicals were an outward
sign of emerging national consciousness (Hayley, “Religion” 32) and “a response to the
rebirth  of  interest  in  Ireland and a  cause  of  it”  (Hayley,  “Periodicals”  83).  Various
scholars  have  pointed  out  the  deep  connections  between  periodicals,  journals  and
literature  on  the  one  hand and  politics,  history  and  commemoration  on  the  other
(Murphy 49, Ó Giollain 94). Claire Connolly’s observation that various periodicals and
journals  contributed  to  the  “survival  in  popular  memory  of  the  grievances  and
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antagonisms of the 1790s” (18) underlines the entanglement of historical, political and
cultural  discourses.  Besides,  Heather Ingman links the development of  a  nationalist
consciousness in Ireland to the emergence of Irish “short narratives dealing with Irish
themes . . . at a time when the country was going through one of its most traumatic
periods” (15). Hence, she continues, “[t]he nineteenth-century Irish short narrative, in
its various different shapes, was involved as much in intervention in Irish life as in
representation” (16) and thus also in struggles for national identity. 
3 As I hope to show in this article, periodical short fiction should therefore be read not
just as a historical document but also as an active agent and an instrument used to
intervene in public debates by the editors of magazines with distinct agendas. William
Carleton’s (1794-1869) tale “The Death of a Devotee,” published in the Protestant The
Christian Examiner, and Church of Ireland Magazine in 1829, will serve as an example of the
complex role short fictional texts played in the culture, politics, society and economy of
the  Irish  nineteenth  century.  Carleton,  who  was  born  a  Catholic  but  converted  to
Protestantism  later  in  life,  was  a  controversial  but  important  figure  in  periodical
publishing.  He  contributed  fiction  to  many  periodicals  with  different  political  and
religious affiliations.2 His early work “The Death of a Devotee” revolves around a dying
man  who  does  not  want  to  give  up  his  Catholic  belief,  here  portrayed  as  the
“superstitions” of an unrepentant, uneducated and thus doomed peasant, and a priest
who tries to make him covert to “true religion,” i.e. Protestantism. “The Death of a
Devotee” has been rather frequently anthologised, but in contrast to Carleton’s Traits
and Stories of the Irish Peasantry, for example, scholars have tended to overlook it. Due to
revisions Carleton made later and the absence of the context that surrounded the first
version,  its  “moral”  or  didactic  message might  not  as  easily  be  discernable  at  first
glance today, but readers of The Christian Examiner would have spotted the anti-Catholic
content immediately. When read in the context of its co-texts, Carleton’s story can be
considered as an exemplary case of the entanglement of religious, cultural and political
discourses and their relation to the development of the Irish short story. I will discuss
the juxtaposition of Carleton’s story with other texts in the magazine to show how this
co-textual and contextual space may have affected the tale’s reception and impact in
the wake of the Roman Catholic Relief Act in the year 1829. It is important to consider
the magazine’s religious, political and cultural agenda in this respect and the way this
is supported by the different textual elements. The textual interactions at play in this
overtly religious and covertly political magazine mirror the complex interplay of forces
and agents in Ireland as a whole as well as the country’s relation to England and France.
 
William Carleton and The Christian Examiner
4 William  Carleton,  one  of  the  most  famous  and  popular,  but  also  controversial,
nineteenth-century Irish writers, has been called an authentic voice, a “propagandist”
(McHugh 47), a “creative genius” (Boué 66) or a “tragicomic genius” (Krause 287) as
well  as the “first  major Catholic writer in English” (Ingman 32).  Carleton became a
published  writer  in  1828,  after  meeting  Caesar  Otway,  one  of  the  founders  of  The
Christian Examiner.  Otway had a reputation both as a writer and as a “forceful anti-
Catholic  proselytizer  in the vicious religious debates of  the period surrounding the
campaign for Catholic Emancipation in 1829. In this environment, in which religious
belief was radically politicized, Carleton renounced Catholicism for Protestantism and
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joined the Church of Ireland . . .” (Welch/Stewart 81, see also Tilley 153). Carleton’s
conversion can be regarded as a “serious transgression” (Krause 289). His decision was
uncommon and so was his contribution to both Protestant and Catholic magazines. His
case  also  partially  complicates  the  entanglement  of  religion  and  class.  Much  of
Carleton’s writing was based on his own experience of, for example, hedge schools and
rural life. In the introduction to the 1889 collection Stories from Carleton, William Butler
Yeats read Carleton’s writing as an authentic representation of peasant life and culture
—an  interpretation  that  has  more  recently  come  under  attack  (see  O’Connell  17,
Ingman 32). While Carleton’s conversion is a fact, critics have debated both the reasons
and the earnestness of his convictions and the ideology behind his fiction.3 Moreover,
his need to sell his stories influenced his writing and hence adds an economic layer to
this discussion. 
5 Carleton’s first stories and novellas were published in The Christian Examiner, one of the
longest-surviving nineteenth-century Irish periodicals (1825-1869). It was “a strongly,
evangelical, Protestant publication . . . [which] existed to engage directly with texts,
such as the Bible, theological scholarship, and the literature of the period” (O’Connell
113).  The magazine’s  intervention in  religious,  political  and societal  issues  was  not
restricted to its non-fiction elements (such as letters to the editor, biblical criticism and
reviews of sermons) but also pervaded its short fiction, especially when Caesar Otway
was its editor. 
6 In the preface to an 1828 issue,  the magazine’s  editors state that “[t]he objects for
which the CHRISTIAN EXAMINER was originally established, were the defence of the
Church of Ireland, resistance to the spiritual domination and auxiliary falsehoods of the
Church of Rome, and the illustrating, in all the ways in which a periodical can do it, the
doctrines of  true religion” (iii).  “True religion” is  set  in contrast  to “the prevailing
errors  of  the  Roman  Catholic  Church,”  a  phrasing  which  can  also  be  frequently
encountered  in  the  following  issues.  Hence,  the  magazine’s  religious  agenda  was
overtly proclaimed and even though the same preface claims that they never bring
forward “public events, but in connection with religious interests,” the religious was
often political at that time in Ireland (iii). According to Hayley, “[t]here is little sense of
religion as a moral or spiritual force in most writers” (“Religion” 41);  it  was rather
regarded as a “disruptive force” (42) because many writers considered religion to be a
about a battle between two classes for hegemony and power. 
7 Carleton’s literary works stand in reciprocal influence to the magazine.  On the one
hand, he was required to add to the magazine’s agenda if he wanted his fiction to be
published; form and content of his early stories were often shaped by the context in
which  they  appeared  (Welch/Stewart  81)  and  partially  dictated  by  the  sectarian
agenda. This influence becomes most obvious in his embedded comments, descriptions
and  character  sketches.  On  the  other  hand,  Carleton  also  played  a  role  in  the
magazine’s  attempt  to  intervene  in  culture  and  politics  and  his  increasingly  well-
known tales4 also contributed to shaping the short story as a genre. 
 
“The Death of a Devotee” and its Co-Texts
8 “I will long remember the 14th of January, in the year 18–, as one on which a train of
serious  reflection  was  awakened”  (267),  the  unnamed  narrator of  “The  Death  of  a
Devotee” claims at the beginning of the story. The main characters are Father Moyle
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and John Lynch, a dying Catholic who has become a “devotee” in recent years and
requires absolution. These two men are apparently connected by a mysterious crime
committed while they were in France many years ago, where Lynch acted as servant to
Father  Moyle.  During  this  storm-tossed  night  in  rural  Ireland,  which  provides  the
setting for the narrative,  Lynch sends for Father Moyle,  whose weak health usually
does not permit him to attend duties outside his house anymore. Even though he first
declines, he changes his mind as soon as he learns who the dying man is. While this
first  part  of  the  story  comes  in  the  form  of  a  character  sketch  and  includes  a
captivating  depiction  of  the  dangerous  storm  and  the  atmosphere  created  by  its
aftermath, the second part is set in the cottage of John Lynch whom Father Moyle, in
line with Protestant views,  refuses to grant absolution and the extreme unction he
demands. Lynch’s request prompts Father Moyle’s struggle for the dying man’s soul
and the story’s didactic elements come to the foreground in this last part of the story,
which is replete with allusions to religious controversies.
9 The story is part character sketch, part terror tale; it includes cultural and religious
observations;  and qualifies as a propagandist  and didactic tale.  Yet,  while it  clearly
lacks the coherence and stringency of most modern short stories, this does not render
it less effective. The description of the scenes already alludes to the fate awaiting the
Catholic  Lynch.  Words relating to the colour red and to hell,  to anger and fire are
frequently used throughout the tale: “As we went along, the appearance of the sky was
awfully tempestuous: broad streaks of angry red . . . appeared here and there in the
firmament; others of different shades . . . tinged with the hue of fire . . . seemed to burn
like a red furnace” (273). In spite of what O’Connell calls the “formlessness of Carleton’s
fiction” (157), “The Death of a Devotee” is a suspenseful narrative. Hence, it serves as a
good example of the Irish short story ‘in the making.’
10 The didacticism of Carleton’s story is introduced in the very first sentence, when the
narrator mentions that the events he is about to relate awakened “a train of serious
reflection” and thus invites the reader to engage in a similar process. This impact is
even strengthened by the tale’s unclear status as fiction or non-fiction. The lack of a
clear date might be a hint to the reader that the following events are fictitious, since
other pieces in the volume give dates (even though names are partially abbreviated).
However, as O’Connell emphasizes, “claims to truthfulness and authenticity” (51) were
commonly used in the developing short fiction of the time and can simultaneously be
considered  “standard  conventions  of  improvement  discourse”  (51)—an  idea  which
draws a connection between Carleton’s tale and articles such as “Moral Improvement of
Ireland”  published  in  the  same issue  of  The  Christian  Examiner.  Besides,  due  to  the
Christian Examiner’s general lack of clear generic distinctions and classifications, it is
difficult to distinguish fiction from non-fiction at first glance. This also applies to “The
Death of a Devotee,” which was first published in the “Miscellaneous Communications”
rubric and was only signed WILTON.5
11 A  careful  reading  of  the  magazine  shows  manifold  connections  between  Carleton’s
story  and  its  various  co-texts  as  well  as  the  historical  context.  Furthermore,
considering  the  cumulative  effect  of  the  polemical  contents  of  the  magazine’s
variegated texts  allows us  to  see  the  dynamics  of  reciprocity  between the  political
context and the reception or impact of The Christian Examiner in 1829. The preface, for
example,  comments  on  the  consequences  of  the  Roman  Catholic  Relief  Act6 (“new
circumstances have arisen”) and talks about “a strong political feeling [which] agitated
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the country” (iii). The editors state that they want to “separate [them]selves and the
cause  of  Protestantism”  from  “utmost  violence,”  also  because  such  violence  and
“agitations of political frenzy” just “accelerated the dreaded event” (iii). Besides, even
though they claim to be peacemakers, they attack “Papal intolerance” and invoke the
“gloomy  state  of  Ireland”  (iv,  v).  The  preface  thereby  emphasises the  magazine’s
distinct editorial agenda and engagement in the struggle for religious, cultural and also
political hegemony and simultaneously sets the magazine’s tone which the following
articles, letters, sketches as well as book reviews comply with. Even though Carleton’s
tale  never  mentions  the  terms  “Catholic”  or  “Protestant,”  nor  the  Roman Catholic
Relief Act, it follows the magazine’s agenda by portraying the notion of “true religion”
(274) and arguing that Catholicism poses a threat to the immortal soul. It thus uses the
same vocabulary to defame Catholicism that can be found in other texts of the same
issue.  In  the  “Biographical  Notice  of  Augustus  Herman  Francke,”  for  instance,
Protestantism is established as “[t]rue religion” (7). Other texts, such as “On Education
in Ireland,” talk about “bigotted Roman Catholic education” and people’s “superstitious
attachment to the errors and absurdities of the religion of Rome” (36, 32), about “false
religion”  (“Liberality—A  Sketch”  133)  or  “the  wretched  victims  to  the  frauds  and
extortions of  the Romish Church” (“Extract  of  a Letter  from Sligo,  dated May 16th,
1829”). 
12 Carleton’s tale is placed between “The Ghauts, or a March from Bombay to Poonah, in
February,  1829.  Extracted  from  an  Officer’s  Journal”  and  a  letter  by  the  editor  of
Bagster’s  Comprehensive  Bible.  The  latter  piece  explicitly  engages  in  a  rhetoric  of
separation, opposition and confrontation when it quotes from the article it answers to,
mentioning “a most malignant triumph to the enemies of the Reformation” (283). The
former text is far more subtle and manipulative. Even though it seems to be a travel
narrative  describing  a  march  in  India,  it  is  replete  with  references  to  Ireland  and
produces a patriotic feeling. However, its patriotism is subtly directed against Catholics
and evokes a positive image of England and the Union. For instance, the anonymous
Irish author favourably mentions the British Army officer Sir Thomas Bradford who
also took part in the suppression of the 1798 rebellion in Ireland. This reference does
not only draw a connection between 1829 and 1798, but can also be read in terms of
colonial practice and discourse. According to Julia M. Wright, India and Ireland were
“frequently  discussed together  in  print  culture  as  such” (7).  Wright  points  out  the
historical ties between the countries and also stresses that “the British empire not only
had the same legislators and goverment [sic] functionaries making decisions about both
India and Ireland but also deployed the same personnel in both colonial areas” (7), an
insight mirrored by the mentioning of Bradford. 
13 Despite  some very mild points  of  criticism,  the author describes  the service in  the
British army in a very positive manner: he focuses on the pleasant atmosphere in the
camp and the good company, the beautiful views and interesting encounters on his way
to  Poonah.  On  the  other  hand,  he  briefly  talks  about  a  devotee  and  about  Indian
plunderers,  whom  he  likens  to  the  Whiteboys,  a  secret  agrarian  and  Catholic
organization in Ireland also involved in the violent actions in the 1820s. This alleged
extract  from  a  journal  hence  is  overall  manipulative  and  aims  at  influencing  the
reader’s sentiments into supporting the Union. It thereby connects well to the texts
discussed  by  Wright  in  which  India  serves  as  “the  surface  of  a  mirror  sufficiently
distorted to make what it reflects nearly unrecognizable” (23). “Catholic devotion” is
thus  transmuted  “into  Zoroastrianism  or  Hinduism”  (23).  A  similar  comparison  is
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evoked in the review of Rev. Charles Forster’s book Mahometanism Unveiled published in
the  July  section  of  The  Christian  Examiner in  1829:  the  reviewer  states  that
Mahometanism is a “false religion” and “this arch-heresy in the East seems parallel
with the great apostacy in the West” (58). The term “apostacy” is also mentioned in
relation to Catholicism in other articles. Such short remarks establish a subtle but clear
connection  between  the  alleged  extract  and  other  texts  published  in  this  volume,
especially relating it to Carleton’s story placed directly below it. 
14 Father Moyle, in Carleton’s story, is described as “a venerable looking” “old man, in an
infirm state of health,” “much bent with his years” (267). The allusions to his religious
views,  education  and activities  seem to  be  linked to  his  personality:  he  “had been
educated, and resided for some time, abroad, where he encountered many vicissitudes,
strongly and painfully contrasted. These trials, imposed on him when his heart, as he
himself strongly expressed it, was rank and fertile in iniquity, he did not endure to the
end”  (267).  These  mysterious  trials  are  connected  to  “secret  grief,”  and  “the
remembrance of some bitter fall” alludes to a sin which made him change his views on
religion. Charles May describes Father Moyle as a “Catholic priest who has begun to
doubt the dogmas and rituals of his religion” (124). His apparent conversion7 is never
mentioned explicitly but hinted at early in the tale (268) and eventually established by
the priest’s reaction to Lynch’s request. Thus, readers need to be familiar with Catholic
rituals  and  Protestant  views  to  understand  the  characters’  different  religious
affiliations and the basis for their condemnation. Lynch is  known as “a devotee,  or
voteen” because “for some time previous to his death” he “attended his church duties”
with “exemplary regularity”  and because of  his  “devotional  practices”  (274).  Lynch
“fasted,  prayed,  and  mortified  himself  with  the  most  religious  severity”  but  the
narrator also states that “his personal disposition . . . was never amiable, and what he
mistook for religion, instead of smoothing down the asperities of his natural temper, or
diffusing  about  him  that  serenity  which  is  inseparable  from  true  religion,  only
rendered him more dark, peevish, and repulsive” (274). Lynch is thus introduced as a
character readers cannot identify or empathise with despite his suffering. 
15 The  idea  of  “true  religion”  echoes  the  magazine’s  preface  and  Lynch’s  practice  of
mortification and status as a devotee link the tale to the text preceding it. Thereby, the
Catholic Lynch is connected to the Indian devotee mentioned in the officer’s journal
who “caused himself to be buried alive” and “sacrifice[d] himself to the God of the
cave” (265). Lynch is thus not the “true believer” of May’s reading (124), but rather the
opposite.  In  nineteenth-century  imperialist  discourse  and  Christian  understanding,
such  devotees  are  considered  entirely  misguided  and  “uncivilized.”  The  Lynch’s
devotional  practices  are  indeed  implicitly  linked  to  the  Hindu  custom  Suttee,  the
burning of a widow together with her deceased husband (76), which is much derided in
the  aforementioned  section,  “Foreign  Religious  Intelligence.”  The  interconnection
between  Catholic  Irish  and  non-Christian  Indian  believers  is  thus  established  both
through the notion of misguided religious practice and through the agitation of Indian
“plunderers” and “Whiteboys” alike. These implicit connections between the different
co-texts of the magazine serve to establish Lynch as a misguided and inferior person
and Catholicism as connected to both ‘superstition’ and violence.
16 Lying on his deathbed, Lynch is prayed for by his family and surrounded by religious
items such as  a  blessed  candle,  holy  water  and a  crucifix.  Most  importantly,  he  is
invested in a “large scapular” and “has bound round his body many folds of hard whip-
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cord,  knotted  in  several  places,  to  render  the  wearing  of  it  more  efficacious  and
penitential:  this  was  called  the  order  of  St.  Francis,  and  everyone  knows  that  the
scapular is the order of the Blessed Virgin” (275). The cord and the scapular are no
mere props illustrating Lynch’s belief.  As they become the main obstacles in Father
Moyle’s attempt to ‘save’ John Lynch, they are essential to the plot development. They
are also religious and political symbols that further connect Carleton’s tale with the
text that precedes it in the magazine. 
17 Lynch does not understand that Father Moyle, in line with the Protestant view, refuses
to grant him the last rites and absolution: “to forgive sins is the province of God alone,
as well as to give grace for repentance and faith” (279), Father Moyle tells him. He tries
to make Lynch convert to “true religion” (274) and to “repent from the bottom of [his]
heart”  (279).  The narrator  eventually  summarises  Father  Moyle’s  attempts  “to  give
them a correct view of that which, as a minister of Christ, he ought to do” (281). For both
Lynch’s family and the dying man himself, however, “this was a doctrine which they
understood  not”  (281).8 Even  though  Father  Moyle  attempts  to  direct  the  man’s
“spiritual hopes” “to the Cross,” “the hour of conversion was gone by, for he was not
able to change his views of salvation from the opinions that had long determined him
to wrong sources. He could not give up . . . his scapulars, his cords, his absolutions, and
extreme unctions” (278). Eventually the narrator claims that the man is lost, because
Father  Moyle’s  curate  finally  performs  the  rites  Lynch  requires:  “the  unrepentant
being” dies9 in “delusive security” (283). Father Moyle’s behaviour is thus portrayed as
entirely correct, while a co-text of Carleton’s tale (“Liberality—A Sketch”) briefly deals
with  the  erroneous behaviour  of  a  Catholic  priest  who  refuses  “to  administer  the
sacrament of unction” to a dying man for the ‘wrong’ reasons, trying to blackmail the
man into sending his daughter to a “Roman Catholic day school” (127). 
18 On  a  plot  level,  the  scapular  and  the  cord  are  blamed  by  Father  Moyle  for  the
condemnation  of  Lynch’s  soul,  but  on  another  level,  the  religious  symbol  of  the
scapular  also  carries  historical  and political  relevance.  The  scapular,  indeed,  was  a
symbol of the Defenders, a sectarian Catholic agrarian secret society (O’Brien 15) that
originated  in  the  1780s  in  Ulster  (Elliott  xvi)  and  identified  with  the  French
Revolutionaries. Scapulars, to which miraculous powers were attributed, had been a
feature of popular piety, as part of the cult of the Blessed Virgin, since the 13th century”
(O’Brien 17). The narrator even highlights this fact by noting “everyone knows that the
scapular is the order of the Blessed Virgin” (275). Moreover, the implicit link to the
political  cause  of  the  Defenders  is  further  reinforced  by  the  co-text  preceding
Carleton’s  tale,  which describes  the  Whiteboys, another  secret  Irish  agrarian
organisation in 18th-century Ireland. As Marianne Elliott has noted the Defenders were
often compared to the Whiteboys even though their “main strength . . . lay in the towns
and centres of  rural  industry” (xvi).  Moreover,  as O’Brien has noted,  the Defenders
were  also  considered  “a  sort  of  heretics”  (17)  by  the  Catholic  Church.10 In  short,
contemporary  readers  may  well  have  attributed  various  political  and  religious
meanings to the scapular, either as a sign of piety and belief or a symbol of superstition
and rebellion. 
19 In  other  ways  too,  the  tale  makes  clear  Carleton’s  equation  of  superstition  with
Catholicism and his reliance on the Church of Ireland’s attitude towards holy water and
specific items belonging to religious orders. Lynch’s excessive use of holy water, his
reliance on charms and missals as well as his unwillingness and inability to let go of the
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scapular and cord condemn him. In his study Devoted People, Raymond Gillespie draws
on the 17th century writing of Church of Ireland bishop Jeremy Taylor who “scoffed at
the  Catholic  Irish”  for  their  belief  in  the  powers  of  holy  water  (68).  Gillespie  also
comments on the meanings of religious items in lay belief, especially regarding saints
and religious orders such as St Francis (the cord) and scapulars used by various orders:
“At death many lay people wanted the cord of St Francis or the scapular and . . . placed
equal efficacy in the Franciscan habit as in the sacraments and some regarded it as
more important than extreme unction” (68). So Carleton’s story also proves that he was
a “keen observer” (Boué 66) who had a huge cultural knowledge of the peasants’ way of
life (see Carleton 278) and his descriptions of Lynch’s family clearly mark them as poor
peasants. Elliott comments on the interconnection between the lower classes11 and the
Defenders when stating that these people rather joined the Defenders than the United
Irishman. According to her, the convergence, or even alliance, of the two movements
eventually gave the impression of “an expanding United movement after 1795” (xvi).
She  develops  this  idea  even  further:  The  United  Irishmen  “joined  forces  with  the
primitive  catholic  nationalism  of  the  Defenders.  The  alliance  of  a  secret  catholic
movement  .  .  .  with  an  advanced  republican  leadership  and  a  hostile  French
government poised to assist their joint attack on the established order terrified the
protestant  nation  and  was  responsible  for  the  brutal  repression  which  helped  to
provoke the 1798 rebellion” (xvii).
20 Even though these insights seem to be intricately connected to 1798, and thus to a time
more  than  30  years  before  the  publication  of  Carleton’s  story,  they  must  not  be
dismissed. These allusions to the insurrections that aimed at Catholic emancipation are
obvious in the late 1820s and the context of the Roman Catholic Relief Act and thus also
relate to the “new circumstances” mentioned in the preface. The story thereby evokes
a sense of threat and cultivates Protestant fears by linking 1829 to 1798. In this regard,
it is also noteworthy that the mysterious sins or crimes of John Lynch and Father Moyle
happened many years ago, while they were in France. This fact gains in importance
given the political association of the scapular and other religious symbols. Since the
rebellion of 1798 was also inspired by the French Revolution, the choice of France as a
country  where  Father  Moyle’s  “bitter  fall”  (Carleton  267)  happened  and  Lynch’s
downfall began is certainly not a coincidence.
21 John  Lynch’s  “superstition”  and  likely  damnation  also  evoke  the  tradition  of
“conversion  narratives,”  which  “offered  a  stark  choice:  damnation  or  redemption,
Irishness or Anglicization” (83). Moreover, as I have argued, the religious opposition is
accompanied  by  complex  political  meanings,  through  the  connotation  of  various
symbols and the associations with other texts in the magazine. In this short narrative,
in other words,  Carleton manages to enter into a  dialogue with its  co-texts  and to
include multilayered allusions to history,  religion and society.  While readers not as
informed of the backgrounds still  understand that Lynch should have repented and
converted in order to be saved, well-informed readers, and it can be suspected that the
readers of The Christian Examiner mostly belonged to such a knowing audience, could
recognize  the  complexity  and  scope  of  the  many  elements  and  allusions  used  by
Carleton and might  have  been susceptible  to  the  (manipulative)  ideas  The  Christian
Examiner contained.
***
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22 “The Death of a Devotee” is a well-crafted and graphic tale but its literary merits do not
hide  the  fact  that  it  can  also  be  seen  as  an  ideological  instrument  which  aims  to
influence public opinions and beliefs. In order for his stories to be published in The
Christian  Examiner in  a  watershed  year,  Carleton  wrote  fiction  with  a  specific
moralizing, religious and even political message. While Carleton’s stories were hence
“surely shaped by the nature of this medium as well as by the ideological stance of the
publications themselves” (O’Connell  113),  “The Death of a Devotee” was not a mere
recipient of ideologically motivated editorship but also entered a dialogue with its co-
texts  and thus  contributed  to  the  overall  message  The  Christian  Examiner sought  to
imprint on its readers. Carleton’s work for this magazine thus presents an exemplary
case  how  magazine  short  fiction  existed  at  the  interface  of  different  discourses,
rhetorics and ideologies. The full polemical content of the literary texts published in
The Christian Examiner can only be understood when these texts are read against the
background of other texts and of the larger socio-political context of the times. As I
have shown indeed, the full impact of a story such as “The Death of a Devotee” and its
contribution to a religious, political and cultural agendas, can only be understood when
the story is discussed in relation to the multilayered textual composite of the magazine
as a whole.
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NOTES
1. In his famous study The Lonely Voice, Frank O’Connor discussed the short story as a genre which
best suits the Irish (18f.) and which should not be regarded as a trivial form of literature. See
Kenny for a summary of scholars’ and writers’ ideas and definitions, and D’hoker 1f. for further
information and examples.
2. Helen O’Connell  shines  a  new light  on Carleton when she  reads  his  fiction in  relation to
modernization  and  early  nineteenth-century  improvement  literature  and  discourse  (15).
Thereby, she also counters the common idea that Carleton was the chronicler of the peasantry
and of rural  traditions (see,  e.g.,  Ó Giolláin 103) and argues that Carleton sought to position
himself and his writing “within a process of modernization rather than as the voice of a culture
which  was  supposedly  about  to  disappear”  (18).  Even  though  the  idea  of  education  and
improvement is prominent in the 1829 issue of The Christian Examiner (see, for instance, the letter
“On Education in Ireland”), this article focuses more on the religious dimensions of “The Death of
a Devotee.” 
3. Carleton’s apparently paradoxical relations to Catholic peasants,  to the English and to the
Anglo-Irish (and to Otway in particular) are far too complex to be discussed within the scope of
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this essay. Besides, a rather large proportion of research on Carleton’s life and fiction is marked
by biased vocabulary and must thus be scrutinised. 
4. Carleton’s  first,  now  famous,  “autobiographical  and  anti-clerical  tale,”  “A  Pilgrimage  to
Patrick’s Purgatory” was published in The Christian Examiner in 1828 and placed “alongside anti-
Papal  polemics,  biblical  exegesis,  church  history,  religious  poetry  and  reviews  of  sermons”
(Ingman 16). Since the tale was highly successful, despite the fact that the “material context of
[its]  publication inevitable  drew attention to its  didactic  elements rather than to its  literary
qualities (Ingman 16), Otway asked for similar stories founded on the “superstitions of the Irish
people” (McHugh 52). Readers eventually even used Carleton’s successful  stories as points of
reference: For instance, a letter published in the The Christian Examiner in 1829 refers to “The
Broken Oath” when it accuses a Catholic priest of getting “roaring drunk” repeatedly (76). 
5. Moreover, in an 1828 volume, one of Carleton’s stories is labeled “article.”
6. The  Relief  Act  eventually  admitted  Catholics  to  Parliament  and  higher  office  and  thus
threatened  the  stability  of  institutionalized  inequality  and  the  hegemonic  power  of  the
Established  Church of  Ireland.  Campaigns  for  “admission  to  full  political  rights”  had  gained
momentum in the 1820s and were also accompanied by agrarian violence (Welch/Stewart 89),
often executed by secret societies which had already played a significant role in the rebellion of
1798. 
7. For a more general discussion of the figure of the convert as well as the political dimensions of
conversion in nineteenth-century Ireland and in imperial discourse, see Wright (e.g. 81-83).
8. The narrator also states: “I myself, . .  .  to tell the truth, attributed Father Moyle’s conduct
either  to  incipient  dotage,  or  some  temporary  hallucination”  (281).  In  connection  to  the
narrator’s claim that the events awakened a “train of serious reflection,” this sentence seems to
point to a Catholic who reconsiders his religious views. Interestingly, the first sentence of a later
version of the short story, published in The Oxford Book of Irish Short Stories, is abbreviated and
deletes the idea of reflection. Besides, the sentence just quoted is, just like the address “Christian
reader” (282), not included in later versions of the story. Further, apparently minor changes have
been made to this story before it was published in The Tales of Ireland (1834). 
9. Before he dies, Lynch makes his brother promise “to make three stations to Loughderg” (283)
in his name. This request connects “The Death of a Devotee” to Carleton’s first tale and to the
above mentioned “Extract of a Letter from Sligo,” which accuses the Catholic Church of making
dying believers pay for a pious person to make stations in their names (75f.). 
10. O’Brien  also  discusses  the  differing  opinions  (e.g.  on  nationalism)  between  the  Catholic
Church as an institution and many of its believers (12, 15-22). However, while his book Ancestral
Voices introduces interesting viewpoints on Irish nationalism, it appears personally motivated
and biased at times.
11. Elliott also stresses that the lower classes must not be equated with uneducated people, due
to oral  culture and the hedge school tradition (15).  For a discussion of  education and hedge
schools from a Protestant as well as modernizing and educational societies’ point of view, see
O’Connell.
ABSTRACTS
Pour l’Irlande, le XIXe siècle a été une période d’agitation au cours de laquelle les nationalismes
politiques,  religieux  et  culturels  se  sont  mêlés,  par  exemple  avec  les  nouvelles  notions
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d’édification  de  la  nation  et  la  création  d’un  marché  littéraire  avec  les  premiers  pas  de  la
nouvelle  en  tant  que  genre  distinct.  Comme  nombre  de  récits  publiés  dans  les  nouveaux
magazines, souvent sectaires, du début du XIXe siècle, “The Death of a Devotee” (La mort d’un
dévot) de William Carleton, paru dans la revue protestante The Christian Examiner, and Church of
Ireland  Magazine en  1829,  peut  être  considéré  comme  un  document  historique,  comme  un
instrument  utilisé  par  des  agents  politiques  ou  religieux,  et  comme  un  agent  lui-même
participant au modelage de la société et du marché où il était né. Tenant compte du contexte
historique, essentiel à la compréhension de l’interaction entre les composantes du magazine et
son agenda religieux, politique et culturel, cet article étudie le rôle que la fiction brève joue au
sein de cette société fragmentée en montrant comment l’interaction entre le récit de Carleton et
ses co-textes agit sur sa réception pour engendrer plusieurs strates de sens.
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